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Presidents Message

Message from
the President
BY TOMMY GOODWIN

D

elta Wildlife recently wrapped up our
most significant program of the year
— the Spring Habitat Seed Program. It
was established over 20 years ago to provide high-quality, low-cost seed to our members to
plant for wildlife habitat. Delta Wildlife is fortunate
to have great partnerships with seed companies, Bayer, Syngenta and Corteva, who are able to donate excess seed when it is available. Some year’s extra seed
is not as readily available due to commodity market
demands, but our staff and partners work diligently
to come up with alternative sources as needed.
Typically, our spring seed program is able to offer
corn, soybeans and grain sorghum (milo). These crops
are good for nearly all game and non-game species found in the Mississippi Delta,
and can be adapted to a wide range of soils. This spring, Delta Wildlife sold out of
seed, totaling nearly 2,000 bags, which will plant over 7,000 acres of quality food
plots all across our 19-county area. With the ever growing popularity of the program,
it is important to remind members to put in their orders as soon as possible. We do
our best to service every member but it is dependent on seed availability from our
suppliers.
As I mentioned, this is an essential program for Delta Wildlife. Not only does it
provide much needed quality wildlife habitat, but it is often the only chance our staff
gets to interact face to face with many of our members. This facetime is invaluable
for maintaining relationships with members and building rapport with new members. Our next seed pick up will be this fall so be sure to keep an eye out for your
reminder and get your order in quickly.
Thank you for supporting Delta Wildlife, and if you have any questions about the
habitat seed program or any other services offered by Delta Wildlife, please contact
the office at 662-686-3370.

Delta Wildlife News

2022 Delta Wildlife Committees
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B.T. Steadman
Cameron Dinkins, IV
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David “Guy” Ray
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Erle West Barham
Grant Brabham
Hunter Mitchell
Jay Janous
Jerry Stevens
Kirk Malmo

Lia Guthrie
Mark D. Morrison
Paul Padgett
Ralph Owens, Jr.
Sells J. Newman
Pat Patton
Tom Tollison
Tommy Goodwin*
Travis Satterfield
Tripp Hayes
Tucker Miller III

Waterfowl
Randy Sewall, Chairman*
Allan Grittman, Vice-Chairman*
Bill Kennedy*
Gibb Steele*
Louis Lambiotte*
Murry McClintock*
Rod Veazey*
Terry Dulaney*
Andy Anderson
Arthur Abercrombie
Austin Frye
Austin Jones*
B.T. Steadman
Billy George Janous
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Brantley P. Nichols
Brian Ikerd
Bryan Jones*
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Cameron Dinkins, IV
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Chip Upchurch
Craig Rozier
David “Guy” Ray
David Coon
Drew St. John
Duncan Moore
Edward E. Milam
Erle West Barham
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Fred Poindexter
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Hunter Mitchell
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Jerry Stevens
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John M. Dean, Jr.
John Montfort Jones
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Kirk Malmo
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Peyton Randolph
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Strider McCrory

Ted Connell
Teddy Morrow
Thomas Lusco
Tom Tollison
Tommy Goodwin*
Travis Satterfield
Trip Braund
Tucker Miller III
Wade Litton
Will Jones
Will Long
William McNamara
WP Brown

White-tailed Deer &
Eastern Wild Turkey
John Murry Greenlee, Chairman*
Austin Jones, Vice-Chairman*
Louie Thompson*
Murry McClintock*
Rod Veazey*
Will Choate*
Alex Gates
B. Jones
Bart Freeland
Bill N. Lowther
Bobby Carson*
Boyd Atkinson
Brantley P. Nichols
Brian Ikerd
Bruce Leopold
Cameron Dinkins, IV
Craig Rozier
Dan Branton
David Young
Dudley Stewart
Duncan Moore
Ed Robinson
Gus Pieralisi, Jr.
James C. Robertson, III
Jason Meyer
Jay Janous
Jimmy Donahoo
Joe Alderman
Kit Stovall
Lewis “Mac” McKee
Louis Hoop
Mark Sledge
Mattson Flowers
Peyton Randolph
Pittman Edwards, Jr.
Robert Dale, Jr.
Rodney Tharp
Sha Sory
Smith Stoner
Steve Garrett
Strider McCrory
Teddy Morrow
Tom Tollison
Tucker Miller III
Will Redditt
Will Weathers
Will Young
William Deviney
Wynne Cox

* 2022 DW Board Members
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Delta Sportsmen
KID’S CORNER

Bella Simpson,
11

Daughter of Heath
and Liz Simpson
140 lb doe
Harvested Nov. 27,
2021, while hunting with Dad
Shot using her
7-08
Sharkey County

Rylee Reece, 8

Daughter of Blake
and Jamie Reece
Shot youth weekend
Flora, MS

McKenna Jolee Moorman, 3

Karson Ingram, 7

Son of Mr. & Mrs. Kyley Ingram
Caught this 5.5 lb bass in Carroll County
Fishing with his brother and dad

Layne
McIntire, 11

Son of Patrick
McIntyre and
Ashley Ingram
9” Beard, 3/4”
spurs
Harvested April
2022
Hunting with
Papa Harold
Redwine
Carroll County
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Anderson Wilkey, 8

Son of Austin and Heather Wilkey
Duck hunting February 2022 youth hunt day
Leflore County

Cohen Pearson, 2

Son of Chris and Jessica Pearson
First time fishing and first catch!
Washington County

Henley Claire
McAdams, 6

Daughter of
Cole and
Brooklyn
McAdams
Blasted her first
turkey using her
Savage 301 410
Hunting with
her dad during
youth hunt 2022
Holmes County

Easton Reel, 12

Son of Kenneth (Bubba) and Jennifer Reel. Duck hunting in Bolivar County. Feb. 5, 2022

Rhett Reece, 6

Son of Blake and
Jamie Reece
First gobbler
taken youth
weekend
Benton, MS

Daughter of Matt and Bri Moorman
Submitted by her Great Aunt Shirley Shaw
April 2, 2022
McKenna is a real outdoor county girl. She loves
deer hunting, fishing, frog gigging and squirrel
hunting!
Washington County

Barret Peaster,
13

Son of Jeffrey and
Kim Peaster
Doing what he
loves!
Jan. 16, 2022
Humphreys
County

SUMMER 2022
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Delta Flavor

Bette Bryant’s London Broil
BY BILLY BRYANT

Owner and operator of Bryant Farms

T

Rylee Reece, 8

Daughter of Blake
and Jamie Reece
Shot youth weekend
Flora, MS

FACEBOOK.COM/BRYANTFARMSBEEF

his is a recipe my mother, Bette Bryant, would use often. It is especially good for rougher cuts of beef such as
flank steak, round steak or sirloin, but can be great with
any cut of beef!
This has always been a Bryant family favorite, and we hope you’ll
enjoy it as much as we do!
INGREDIENTS:
R Bryant Farms Beef Steak
R Locally Produced Honey
R ½ Cup Low Sodium Soy Sauce
R Black Pepper

Tucker Trammell, 8

Son of Chip and Lauren Trammell
Killed April 8, 2022 – Eldorado, Texas
10 inch beard, 1 inch spurs
His second turkey. His first Rio

DIRECTIONS
1. Prepare your choice cut of Bryant Farms beef steak. Drip
enough honey on both sides of the steak to spread evenly with
a fork, then apply soy sauce and black pepper liberally to both
sides of the meat (do NOT use salt. The soy sauce has just the right
amount of salt to season the steak perfectly).
2. Use enough soy sauce to create a marinade that your steak will

sit in for 3 hours. When you’re ready to cook, grill the steak on
a moderate flame.
3. While your steak is resting, pour 2/3 cup of soy sauce in a sauce
pan on the stove. Stir in a tablespoon of honey and a teaspoon
of black pepper. Bring this to a quick boil, then pour sauce over
the steak for a delightfully sweet, peppery flavor!

GRASS-FED,
GRAIN FINISHED

Kyler Reynolds, 7

Son of Justin and Kelsey Reynolds. First turkey! Shot while hunting with his dad and
their friend, Scooter Billingsley. 9” beard and 1” spurs. Hunting with Stevens 301 410.
Harvested April 14, 2022. Tallahatchie County

100% DRUG FREE

Campbell
Towles, 16

LOCALLY RAISED
IN CARROLL
COUNTY

Son of Allen and
Callie Towles
Father (Allen
Towles) and
Son (Campbell)
double hunt
Taken opening
day, March 15,
2022
Jackson Point
Hunting Club
Coahoma
County

USDA INSPECTED
FACILITY
ALL PRICES
UNDER $5/LB

B I L LY B RYA N T

CALL BILLY AT

Nate Litton, 9

8

Son of Cole Litton and Kristi Rohr
Turkey harvested March 11, 2022
Weighed 24lbs with 1.5” spurs and 10” beard
Yazoo County
Delta Wildlife
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WHOLE OR HALF
BEEFS AVAILABLE

Check us out at www.bryantfarmsbeef.com

662-299-8143
SUMMER 2022
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Staff Member Highlight:

Stewart Lamb

Delta Council/Delta Wildlife Chief Financial Officer

D

elta Wildlife and Delta Council welcomed a new staff
member to the family recently. Stewart Lamb, originally
from Jackson, MS, found his way to Stoneville in June
of 2021 in the newly formed position of Chief Financial
Officer for both organizations.
Stewart attended the University of Mississippi where he earned a
Master of Accountancy. Upon graduating, he moved to Memphis to
work for KPMG, a global accounting firm, as an associate auditor.
“You learn a lot when you get to peer into other companies’ operations and the way they develop their internal structure to drive daily
decision making,” said Stewart. “But after two years of long nights, I
wanted to move on to something different. I spent a lot of my high
school and college years working in sales and sales management and
decided to take a swing at working with a project sourcing group in
Memphis. It was during that time that I got to meet a wide array of
controllers and CFOs in the Greater Memphis area. I would listen
to their pain points, and we would work to
source a solution.” After a little over a year
of working there, Stewart moved back to
Oxford to work as controller for Ironwood
Payments — a startup acquisition of a merchant services company.
Five years later, Stewart was presented
with the opportunity to move his budding
family of three to the Delta to take over in
his new role as CFO. He may not be native
to the area, but he sure isn’t a stranger to it
either. “I’m thankful for the opportunity to
serve in my new capacity,” said Stewart. “I
have a passion for Delta Wildlife’s mission
as well as the Delta’s businesses, people and
culture. I love nature, and I truly see our role
in the Delta as a fulfillment of our calling to
be good stewards of the creation the good
Lord has given to us. It’s been a very welcoming transition. I’m impressed with all of
our staff. The future looks bright for the Mississippi Delta and our
wildlife.
“My dad stuck a fishing pole in my hand at the age of four, and it
changed my life from that point forward,” continues Stewart. “I was
fortunate to have recreational access to 1,500+ acres of river bottom
land less than a few hundred yards from our backdoor. When most
kids were participating in the normal afterschool activities, I was
roaming the backwoods of our neighborhood fishing or searching for
deer. I remember when I was 13 years old having an absolute fall-out
with my parents because I wanted to skip baseball practice due to my
sighting of a nice 8-point buck coming into a food plot the evening
before. I moved my climbing treestand to be in the right position the
next evening, not remembering that I had baseball practice the next
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OWNERSHIP
PAYS DIVIDENDS
Southern AgCredit is a financial cooperative. That means we are owned by
the customers that we serve. One of the most important financial benefits
of being a Southern AgCredit customer-owner is having the opportunity to
share in the association’s profits. When we succeed, you succeed.
This year Southern AgCredit declared a total patronage of $22.8 million
that included a cash payment to stockholders of $11.2 million. It’s our way
of saying THANK YOU to our customer-owners.

▲ Stewart with his wife Sarah and their two
children Kate and Scheller
◀ Stewart and friend Tyler Perry duck
hunting in the MS Delta

day. My mother caved, and let me go hunt
anyway, which she almost never did. That
was when I killed my first deer with a bow.
I also remember speeding down Highway
49 to Belzoni and getting my first speeding
ticket trying and make it to a food plot on
time one Friday after school. We all have
high and low points in our lives, and being
alone in the woods left to my own thoughts
has really helped me get through the tough
times in life. On the flip side, it’s also left me with some life-long exhilarating memories. I want everyone to have the opportunity to be able
to experience our wildlife resources in the way that I have. By protecting and restoring that resource I believe we can not only continue to
accomplish that goal, but on an even grander scale.”
Stewart and his wife, Sarah, have two children, Kate (5), and Scheller (6 mos) and recently moved to Indianola, MS. “None of this could
have happened if it weren’t for my wife. She’s been very encouraging and understanding through this process of change in our lives. I
wouldn’t be the man I am today without her,” said Stewart.
When he’s not at the office, Stewart can be found working around
his home, playing with Kate in the yard or in the woods chasing whatever is in season at the time.

SouthernAgCredit.com
(800) 449-5742
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Delta Wildlife Member Highlight:

Delta Wildlife Board Member Highlight:

Powell Litton
BY AMY TAYLOR

P

owell Litton speaks with pride about his
Mississippi Delta heritage, having learned
a love and appreciation of the land at an
early age. “My earliest memories are of
my dad taking me to Montgomery Island to hunt,”
the Greenwood native comments. “Then in 1984,
my family became founding members of Backwater
Brake, just east of Money, Mississippi. Through the
years, I’ve hunted mostly deer and duck there; it is
like a second home.” Powell currently serves as the
President of Backwater Brake.
A graduate of Pillow Academy in Greenwood,
Powell attended the University of Mississippi before graduating from the University of Queensland
in Australia. Although his hunting activities were
somewhat curtailed during his time in Australia, he
did have the opportunity to pick up rugby and surfing
before taking a position as a cotton broker in Moree,
New South Wales. When he moved back home to
the United States, he worked in the U.S. Senate as a
liaison between the Legislative Branch and the Executive Branch.
Following his stint in D.C., Powell headed back
to Mississippi to work in the family business, Wade,
Incorporated. He began in Greenville, MS, for a
short time before moving to Clarksdale to run the
business’s northern territory operations. In 2016, after 12 years in that position, Powell moved home to
Greenwood to become the Chief Financial Officer
for Wade, Incorporated. He comments, “My brother,
Wade, and I run the day-to-day activities of the business; I am in charge of the back office financial side of
the business, while Wade runs the operational side.”
A founding board member of the Clarksdale Revitalization Committee, Powell currently serves as
President of Backwater Brake Timber Company; as
Powell and Megan Litton with their children William, Martha and Charlotte
a Rotary Club member; and as a board member of
Delta Council, the Mississippi Economic Council, United Way and
projects have included consultant work on tree varieties, drainage
the Greenwood/Leflore Chamber of Commerce. Powell, his wife, issues, advice on native grasses, as well Delta Wildlife’s seed proMegan, and their children William (13), Martha (9) and Charlotte
gram.” He continues, “I’ve seen a positive, dramatic effect on our
(1) reside in Greenwood where they are members of the First Preswildlife population since implementing these projects. Not only is
byterian Church. In addition to hunting, his hobbies include flying, Delta Wildlife’s expertise benefitting the local landowner, but they
snow skiing, fly-fishing and water skiing.
are also a voice for us on a national level. Delta Wildlife is vital to
“We’re fortunate to have an organization such as Delta Wildlife
the Delta.”
here in our area to offer advice and assist the landowner in good
Powell concludes, “Delta Wildlife’s purpose is to preserve the legland management practices,” comments Powell. “When you need
acy of the outdoors, and that’s the legacy I’d like to leave for my chila knowledgeable resource for wildlife information, Delta Wildlife
dren as well. I enjoy nothing more than spending quality time with
is that resource. They’ve helped us on many projects on our Mintthem in the woods, away from electronic distractions. Sometimes
er City property to enhance our waterfowl habitat.” Some of those
it is nice to just step away from it all and let the world slow down.”
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Cameron Dinkins

racing the banks of beautiful Lake Washington, Linden
Plantation boasts a rich history as the first presidential
land grant in Washington County, issued to Frederick Turnbull in 1825. The property was then passed on
to Christopher Hampton, who built a second home there. A third
owner, P.L. Mann, bought the plantation in 1898. He replaced the
existing home with his family home, where he once hosted Teddy
Roosevelt. Little did Mann know that he was setting the stage for
his great-grandson, Cameron Dinkins, who along with his wife,
Whitney, have created a hunter’s paradise and Delta destination—
Esperanza Outdoors, Inc. at Linden Plantation.
A native of Greenville, Cameron graduated from Washington
School and attended Mississippi State University before graduating from Louisiana State University. He married Whitney Belew
of Jackson, and it wasn’t long before they bought their first farm in
Holly Bluff on the banks of the Big Sunflower River. Through the
early years, their business model was to purchase farmland with a
mixed crop base, rent out the cotton acreage, and put the rest into
WRP and CRP and develop hunting leases. As the agricultural climate started to change, Whitney and Cameron began to look for
property closer to home and in 2008, they consolidated their holdings into Washington, Sharkey and Issaquena counties and began
to focus their efforts on resource and business development around
their home at Linden Plantation.
Over the years, Cameron has worked
closely with the Delta Wildlife team to
Linden Plantation
increase the quality of hunting on their
property by implementing successful
wildlife management practices. Their
partnership projects have included the
installation of water control structures
and development of duck holes and
food plots. Presently, they are working
together on upland bird habitats to
improve dry land wing shooting and
to reestablish a wild quail population
on part of the property. “Most recently,
we’ve been trying to diversify our habitat. Tim (Huggins) at Delta Wildlife
has been instrumental in helping with
the development of hardwood tree acreage, deep-water sloughs, levees and other water control structures. He has also been extremely
helpful in getting a permit from the Corps of Engineers to enhance
our wetland areas, helping us manage water, control invasive vegetation and encourage both native grass and broadleaf sources for
wildlife.” He continues, “Wildlife biologist Sam Franklin has also
assisted us in planting native grasses and shrubs to help establish a
more natural quail habitat, which we look forward to hunting in the
near future. It’s really been beneficial for me to be exposed to the
process and witness firsthand their expertise—from development to
planting.”

Whitney and Cameron Dinkins

During the season, Esperanza Outdoors hosts guided hunts 30 out of the
60 days as Cameron believes it’s important to give the land, as well as the
ducks, plenty of rest between hunts. A
typical weekend consists of six guests
who enjoy the finest in duck hunting,
a dinner at Doe’s, elegant brunches in
their Linden Plantation home and a
fabulous dinner of locally sourced game
and traditional Southern fare with a
twist, prepared by renowned chef and
business partner Stewart Robinson.
Additionally, each hunt is tailored to the needs and special requests
of their guests. Cameron comments, “Obviously, it’s about success
in the field, but for us it’s also about the complete Delta experience,
good fellowship and enjoying the beauty one can only find in a veranda sunset on Linden Plantation. That’s what sets us apart.”
Yet another component of Esperanza Outdoors is an opportunity
for locals to hunt dove and teal during September. Cameron says,
“These are just great hunts for everyone. We know the doves will
be flying as soon as the sunflowers are up and laid by, and any wing
shooter will tell you that September dove can only be topped by a
fast-flying summer teal hunt! In any event, you can be assured of a
SUMMER 2022
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Esperanza Outdoors guided hunt

good hunt because we only call these hunts when the birds are in
the field!”
The latest addition to Esperanza Outdoors, however, is an
eight-station sporting clays range. “Whitney and I made the decision a few years ago to finally develop the shooting sports side of our
operation with a fully automated and state-of-the-art sporting clays
range, which we call our ‘field of dreams.’ It consists of 33 machines
including four hunt simulator stations: One is for waterfowl, one for
upland hillside hunting such as Chukar pheasant, one is a covey rise
quail hunt and one is a dove hunt known as “Little Argentina.” He
adds, “We operate our range as a private club for hunters who want
to feel like they’re on the hunt when they’re not on the hunt. While
they brush up on their skills, they have a lot of fun hanging out with
friends and enjoy developing new relationships with like-minded
wing shooters from around the Delta.” Additionally, the Washington School Shooting Sports team holds its practice sessions there
throughout the spring and summer.
Maximizing Relationships
Esperanza Outdoors is without a doubt a family affair, with Cameron, Whitney and their children, Banks and Linden, all pitching in
to enhance the experience for their guests. “Over the years, Whitney
has worked tirelessly to renovate our house, making a huge effort to
restore it to its original grandeur. We enjoy welcoming our guests
and friends to our home whether for a hunting weekend or a special
event,” Cameron comments. “And I can’t say enough about the vital
part our children play; they represent the fifth generation of our family who has lived at Linden Plantation, and whether serving as hosts
or hunting guides, our kids take an active role.”
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Cameron and Whitney, along with Stewart, work together to continually grow their hunting business. “I met Stewart Robinson in 2007
as we were shifting from hunting leases to establishing corporate
memberships for waterfowl hunting on the property. It was obvious to
me that Stewart understood my desire to build a business around sharing this place with others, and he took a leadership role in developing
and nurturing that vision that very day,” explains Cameron.
Stewart says his passion for hunting is rivaled only by his enthusiasm for great food and fellowship, but Cameron credits his relational
vision and efforts in co-branding and social media for much of the
exposure they have received over the years. “At first, I was a client
wanting to purchase a membership,” says Stewart, “but I was so
amazed at what Cameron and Whitney were trying to accomplish,
I wanted to be a part of it. We build relationships with our guests.
It’s all about maximizing the experience; conservation translates into
success in the field. Add the flavors of the Delta and her rich history,
and you have a winning recipe for happy customers.”
“We really are passionate about what we’re doing; not only are we
offering prime hunting property under the guidance of Delta Wildlife, but we’re also offering the warm, welcoming Southern hospitality that draws guests to Linden Plantation. Many of these groups
are corporate people who haven’t had the opportunity to experience
the outdoors and character of the Delta. We’re providing something
a little different for them—a weekend of adventure and camaraderie,
with lots of added options, such as a visit to the Blues Trail, a river excursion or lunch on a sandbar—complete with china and fine
wine.” Cameron adds, “When our guests leave, we want them to love
the Delta as much as we do and carry with them fond memories they
will hold close until next season.”

GREENVILLE STEEL SALES
Full Ser vice Steel & Fabr ication
USED PIPE
12” TO 36”
Flashboard risers, culverts,
well casings ,
Tail water recovery systems
DELIVERED TO YOUR FARM
We will weld ‘em up, you just
drop ‘em in!

FREE DELIVERY

1715 North Theobald
Greenville , MS 38703
Open 7:30am—4:30pm
Monday—Friday
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Delta Conservationist
six major rice growing states. In Mississippi, these programs, along with other local
initiatives, have resulted in $18.3 million
to expand rice producers’ voluntary, private lands conservation practices. We just
wrapped another signup, with those funds
to be deployed in the following months,
and are consistently looking for other opportunities to advance the industry, preserve our natural resources and assist producers with their local challenges.

Josh Hankins (left) visiting with
Former NRCS Chief Matt Lohr
in the Mississippi Delta.

Delta Wildlife Partner Q&A
with Josh Hankins, USA Rice
BY AMY TAYLOR

J

osh Hankins is the Director of Grower Relations and the Rice
Stewardship Partnership for USA Rice. Josh is headquartered
in Arkansas and leads efforts to deliver on-the-ground conservation initiatives, assisting rice producers with increased onfarm energy and nutrient-use efficiencies, water and soil conservation
and wildlife management across the Mid-South. His efforts through
public-private partnerships have helped bring in more than $95 million of conservation funding to the rice farming industry. Josh has
wide-ranging work experience in the fields of agriculture, finance and
medicine. He grew up in Arkansas, received his degree from Pepperdine University in California and lives in Little Rock with his wife
and two daughters.
DW: What is the history of your partnership with Delta Wildlife?
Hankins: I’ve been with USA Rice for almost 7 years. The first
week on the job, I was told Delta Wildlife was a forward-thinking, farmer-focused conservation organization that I needed to get
familiar with. The more I learned, the more I realized that Delta
Wildlife was way ahead of the curve. Your knowledge about what
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is happening on the ground and the everyday challenges of the producers, along with the relationships with conservation agencies and
their programs, made partnering with Delta Wildlife the answer to
efficiently deliver our rice programs in Mississippi. We’ve had multiple working land conservation program opportunities targeting rice
growers in the Mississippi Delta. The dialogue, honest feedback and
technical assistance provided by Delta Wildlife staff and their producer members, from the program design to the farm delivery, are
what have elevated the impact on the ground.
DW: Please comment on your recent partnership projects with
Delta Wildlife.
Hankins: We started this journey when the 2014 Farm Bill authorized the Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP).
RCPP took a small sliver out of the Farm Bill’s conservation budget
and opened it to a competitive application process nationwide. Rice
was well-positioned to take advantage of the program, and our first
Rice Stewardship Partnership’s RCPP application was rolled out in
2015. Since then, we’ve successfully secured 12 others spread across all

DW: What are some of your current
challenges?
Hankins: Today’s landscape has produced unprecedented challenges for
rice. Our input costs are at record highs.
Growing and marketing a profitable crop
for the 2022 growing season will have little to no room for unforeseen variables.
Therefore, implementing a new technique, purchasing new farm technology,
or deploying a practice that might not
show a return on investment for a few
years to come is not going to be at the top
of the list for our producers. The financial
assistance our programs bring to the fields
in the Delta might be the only way something new gets deployed. The risk is real,
and anything to mitigate that is crucial.
Our programs are more important than
ever this year.
DW: What are your recent successes?
Hankins: We have had consistent success through the years with buy-in from
all levels of the rice industry’s supply
chain. Consumers want to know where
their food comes from, and though we’ve
made great strides informing domestic
and international rice consumers we produce the most sustainable grain in the
world, having some of the largest companies in the US support the work we are
doing and help tell that story, makes the
entire industry stronger. We would like to
thank our leading financial sponsors because without their support, none of these
successes would be possible.
DW: Please comment on the value of
the Delta Wildlife organization as well as
future partnership endeavors.
Hankins: The staff at Delta Wildlife
is a talented, informed team that allows a
unique opportunity for conservation priorities to be identified at the local level.
We look forward to our continued partnership as we continue to pursue opportunities to benefit the Delta. Have a great
2022 growing season!
SUMMER 2022
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Delta Sportsmen

American Bullfrog

The Frogs Are Singing
Their Evening Song
BY WILL BAHAM
Delta Wildlife Intern

T

S.A. JOHNSON, UF/IFAS

he weather has warmed up, the rainy season is almost
behind us and the frogs are singing their evening song…
well, for now.
It’s frog season in Mississippi, and hunters are on the
move to hand grab or gig three different frog species during our
great state’s longest game season. The frog season in Mississippi runs
from April 1 to September 30, lasting six months. On warm nights
during these months, most hunters can be found cruising around
water source shorelines, aiming bright lights at possible hiding sites
for the American Bullfrog, the largest of three species of frogs we
are allowed to hunt. Because the American Bullfrog is the largest,
it is the most popular among frog hunters, getting as big as eight
inches long from snout to
tail (excluding legs).
The Pig Frog is another species scattered
throughout the Mississippi Delta. The Pig Frog
is olive to brown colored
and may reach 6 inches
in length. The Southern
Pig Frog
Leopard Frog is one of
the more recognizable
and common frog species in Mississippi. This guy usually has a narrower brown or green body, speckled with small dark spots on the
back and legs.
The frog population in our state is diverse and plentiful. According to the ASA (Amphibian Survival Alliance), the Magnolia State
is home to over 30 different types of frogs. The current bag limit is
25 frogs or toads per night, which comes to fifty legs and a full meal
for the whole family.
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Frog Hunting
Most of these frogs prefer weedy swamps, lakes, shallow streams,
ponds, marshes and other wet areas to lay their eggs. On hot nights,
they become more active, choosing attractive hiding spots in thick
weeds or along the shore to wait for their next meal to pass by. In particular, Bullfrogs are ambush predators who devour worms, insects, crayfish, fish, other frogs, snakes, tiny turtles, small mammals and even birds
if given the opportunity.
Hunters frequently work
in groups late at night when
frogging. The captured frogs
should be placed in a tightly secured sack, locked ice
chest or another closed container after they have been
Leopard Frog
caught. Beware that a Bullfrog can jump long distances
and knock the lid off an open ice chest due to their long, muscular legs!
Frog hunting can be enjoyed by sportsmen in any neighborhood or
the countryside. Hunters may not need to go out on the open water
or even use a boat to track down these amphibians. Frogs can survive
in the smallest of environments as long as it is sufficiently damp, has
some dry ground or structure and has enough food. Canals, tiny drainage ditches or golf course ponds provide excellent frog habitat, with
little competition from other hunters. Small streams winding through
woodlands or isolated ponds can attract many frogs in otherwise dry
places, making them ideal hunting grounds for those without boats.
This frog season, I encourage you to try frog hunting if you’ve
never considered it. It’s a fast-paced fun way to spend a hot summer
night with friends and family, and fried frog legs are sure to be a
crowd-pleaser and a real southern delicacy.

We’re here
to help your
business grow
Guaranty Bank has been helping
small businesses grow since we opened
our doors in 1943. Trust us to help you
plant seeds of success.
Andy Jones, Chairman
Chris McGlawn, President
Will Nobile, Vice President
Andy Prosser, Secretary/Treasurer

Houston Battle
Dan Bradshaw
Bobby Jones
Shorty Jones

Ben Pentecost
Ed Pentecost
Brad Phillips
Joe Oglesby, Director Emeritus
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Delta Sportsmen

Delta Fauna

BY MASON SOLLIE
Delta Wildlife Staff

T

hroughout Mississippi, there are more than 50 Wildlife
Management Areas (WMAs) that are extensively managed and maintained for the public to utilize. These
areas range across the state and contain various types
of terrain and habitat based on the distinct area attributes. From
a hunting standpoint, you may find success at any one of these
WMAs, but one that has always stood out and continuously produces mature trophy bucks and a large quantity of wintering ducks
is Mahannah WMA.
Mahannah is situated in the renowned Mississippi Alluvial Valley
and is located 15 miles north of Vicksburg in both Issaquena and
Warren counties. It totals 12,695 acres, which includes 5,600 acres
of mature hardwoods, 6,112 acres of hardwood plantation and 1,200
acres of open farmland. Originally in the late 1960s and 70s, Mahannah was used for cattle operations, but it was eventually converted into an expansive row-crop farm. Ultimately, the property was
purchased by the Corps of Engineers and in 1992, MDWFP began
managing the property.
The North American Wetland Conservation Act has helped fund
the extensive management of the 1,100-acre moist-soil wetland inside the Mahannah WMA. Over time, appropriate funding and
sound management have allowed for the development of favorable
habitat for migrating waterfowl and great hunting success for numerous waterfowl hunters. While duck hunting is primarily what this
WMA is known for, there are many more wild game options such
as deer, squirrel, rabbit, raccoon and even fishing. Other permitted
activities include camping, horseback riding, wildlife watching and
wildlife photography. There is a draw process established for both
waterfowl and deer hunting. Deer draws begin in August and waterfowl draws begin October 28. Waterfowl hunters also have the
option to participate in stand-by hunts, which allow non-drawn
hunters to show up the day of a hunt for a chance to fill a vacant spot
created by a drawn hunter not signing in by the published time. The

following table contains dates and information pertaining to hunting
specific game species within the confines of the Mahannah WMA
(note that these dates are subject to change as necessary).
For more information on hunting seasons, WMA maps, rules
and regulations for Mahannah or any of the other WMAs, you can
visit the MDWFP website to find out more. Mississippi is such a
beautiful state with so much to see, and we should all take every
opportunity we can to enjoy the great outdoors and make memories
that will last a lifetime.

The American Alligator
BY MATTHEW DZIAMNISKI
Delta Wildlife Staff

T

he American Alligator, Alligator mississipppiensis, is a
living dinosaur that we here in Mississippi are proud to
have and see throughout most of our state. The American Alligator is the largest reptile in North America,
with females reaching typically 9 feet and males surpassing 13 feet in
length. Alligators usually inhabit slow-moving freshwater areas such
as lakes, rivers, ponds and low-lying wetland areas. Their diet varies based upon their size, with smaller alligators eating prey such as
frogs, fish and birds, while large alligators can take on prey like raccoons, turtles and even deer. Alligators are opportunistic hunters and
are the apex predator of our waterways. We see alligators for most
of the year, excluding winter months when they will typically den
underground and remain dormant until temperatures warm back up.
Alligators thrive in Mississippi and have a healthy population, but
this has not always been the case.
These remarkable creatures in the past
were on the endangered species list due to
overharvesting in the early 1900s. Alligators
were harvested for their durable hides that
would bring top dollar. The US Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) placed them on
the endangered species list in 1967, and their
conservation journey began.
The Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks (MDWFP) took
action by closely monitoring their population. During the early 1970s, they received
thousands of alligators from the Louisiana
game commission to restock Mississippi's
waterways. There was even a program where
Mississippi landowners could request an
alligator to be relocated to their land.
This was advantageous to the landowner as alligators would help
regulate the population of snakes and turtles. It was also thought that
alligators would help control beaver populations, but this was not the
case after extensive studies.
With the help of these restocking efforts, alligator populations
flourished; the American Alligator population was officially recovered in Mississippi by 1987, when the status of the species changed
from endangered to Threatened by Similarity of Appearance (TS/A).
(The TS/A designation indicates that the American Alligator is a
common and secure species, but that they are similar in appearance
to other crocodilians that are very rare and endangered, such as the
American Crocodile (found in south Florida) and the Chinese Alligator, which has only a few hundred individuals remaining.)
Gator Harvesting
As the alligator population grew, there was a need for a hunting
season to be used as a management tool for their conservation. In
2005, Mississippi had its first alligator hunting season that allowed
for a lottery-based system to select 50 applicants to harvest an alligator on the Pearl River. Thirty alligators were taken, and from there
on, the hunting opportunity and hunter interest have increased dra-
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matically. In 2008, MDWFP even opened a private land season due
to the success of the alligator population growth.
MDWFP has an active Alligator Program that provides rules and
regulations for the season, and they are very clear on what the legal
take of an alligator requires. Size restrictions and many other details
must be followed to harvest your alligator legally. For this reason,
their program coordinator Ricky Flynt has published a video series
and many documents that explain all of this in-depth. The information that he and the program provide conveys the best ways to
legally locate and catch an alligator. He explains that in Mississippi,
the only legal methods of catching your alligator are via snatch hook,
bowfishing, harpoon or snare pole, and each of these has specific
rules on how they must be utilized.
The most popular capture method is a snatch hook with a rod and

JOE MAC HUDSPETH

Mahannah WMA:
A Mississippi Delta Jewel

reel. This method allows the user to throw a large weighted treble
hook over the back of the alligator and then snag the animal. Once
snagged and legally restrained according to MDWFP guidelines, the
hunter may dispatch the alligator with either a shoulder-fired shotgun,
a bang stick or cervical dislocation. There are guidelines for gauge/caliber you may use with either of those fired weapons, so please consult
MDWFP regulations. After being dispatched, the hunters will need to
secure the alligator's mouth closed to ensure the safety of all occupants.
Once the alligator is secured, the hunter with the alligator tag can
attach it to the animal before transport. An online harvest report is
mandatory, and also, a further CITES (The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species) tag is required to be obtained
from MDWFP.
The future of alligators in Mississippi looks bright. In 2021, 776
alligators were taken during the 10-day season in the seven statewide
zones. Along with public lands, 121 private land properties were allowed to hunt, of which 117 alligators were taken. The alligator comeback is a success story of great conservation tactics, which would not
have happened without the great work of MDWFP staff and partners.
As a state, we are very fortunate to be able to hunt (and eat) alligators, and I hope that continues to be the case for generations to come.
SUMMER 2022
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Delta Flora
labs have certain methods and procedures that may vary from the
general steps of soil sampling.
The first step in taking a soil sample is designating the area or
individual food plots you will be sampling. You will need to have at
least one test per food plot. Keeping each plot separated and labeled
is crucial to obtaining accurate results. You will need either a small
spade shovel or preferably a soil sample probe to pull the top 6 inches
of the soil profile. Deeper samples can be taken, but they are not as
crucial as the top layer.
Next, you will need a plastic bucket and small plastic sealable bags
for each sample (some soil testing facilities will provide you with
this). Use your spade or soil probe to extract a small half-cup size
sample of soil from each spot. You will need to take a series of samples from all around the food plot and mix them in the bucket for
each plot. A general rule is to take about ten different samples per
acre. By getting multiple samples and mixing them, you will be able
to achieve an accurate representation of the soil for the entire plot.
Be sure to remove any large rocks or plant material. An easy trick to
help keep everything nice and organized is to take a marker and label
your small sealable bags with simple info such as the area, date and
name of the plot. This will help you, but it will also help whoever is
analyzing the sample at the lab.
When Do I Make Soil Amendments?
Once you have received your results, you can interpret your analysis and decide what soil amendments to make. You will receive
"recommendations" with your soil sample information in most cases.
Following these recommendations will be your best bet in improving
overall soil health.

The soil pH is likely the most important result of the testing process. This is the measurement of the soil's acidity and alkalinity. An
inadequate soil pH value will automatically limit the plant's ability to
uptake nutrients. Without the correct pH, this can result in wasted
money on any type of fertilizer. For most food plots, the optimal
pH level is between six and seven. Following the agricultural lime
or pelletized lime recommendations will help you reach the desired
pH level. One key factor to remember is that lime can take quite
some time to affect soil pH. Generally, it can take around three to six
months to see any fluctuation in pH.
Once you have reached an acceptable pH level, you can then begin adding fertilizer. Using a good quality fertilizer at the right time
during the right conditions can make all of the difference in the
world. Avoid applying fertilizer before heavy rain events. This can
lead to excessive runoff and nutrient loss. The optimal time to apply
any fertilizer would be during cool mornings with low wind. Proper
placement of the fertilizer is also a key to success.
How Often Should I Soil Sample My Food Plots And Why?
The answer – annually. This will allow you to keep up with changes, such as nutrient deficiencies or pH issues. Sampling each year
would be most crucial in the first few years. When you begin to see
consistently good results that you are comfortable with after three
years, you can adopt a more relaxed sampling schedule, such as every
three years.
Overall, find a routine and a nutrient program that you are comfortable with and stay on it. Bottom line, soil health is a year-round
activity. Monitoring your soil and understanding your soil is the key
to maximum growth in whatever you may plant.

Soil Sampling for Wildlife
Food Plots
BY PARKER FREW

W

Delta Wildlife Staff

hy should I soil sample my food plots?
When growing food plots, the easiest thing to
do is to disk the dirt, toss some seeds out and do
the rain dance. This can be a recipe for disaster.
Preparation is the key to success in almost anything, and wildlife food plots are no exception. An excellent way to
attract and retain all types of wildlife on your property is to plant
designated wildlife food plots. If you are going to spend the time and
money planting food plots, it is essential to start out with the best
conditions possible. Soil sampling is one of the most straightforward
yet neglected steps in establishing a wildlife food plot. Your soil may
be lacking key nutrients, suffer from low pH or be disadvantaged by
physical conditions such as weeds or drainage issues, causing even
the best seed to struggle. Providing the optimal environment will
allow you to obtain the best possible outcome for any plant.
When Do I Soil Sample Food Plots?
Generally, the best time to sample food plots is late spring to early
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summer. Sampling during this time will allow you adequate time
to send your soil samples off or take them to a qualified soil testing
laboratory and have your results in time to apply soil amendments in
late summer or early fall. When choosing a time to sample, keep in
mind that it may take a few weeks to a few months to receive results
from a soil sample.
Where Can I Have My Soil Tested?
Soil sampling is a massive industry, but typically your local county
Extension office is the easiest, most accessible place to have a soil
sample tested. An Extension office can provide you with the instructions and the container to submit each sample, and many professional businesses can also sample food plot soil. If you need help locating a
soil sample office, please call me at 662-931-0561.
How Do I Take A Good Soil Sample?
To ensure that you follow the right steps and achieve the best results, decide where you would like to have your soil tested first. Some
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A Walk Through History
BY JODY ACOSTA
Delta Wildlife Staff

To preface this article, I want to caution the readers that the following
is for entertainment purposes only to get you thinking about the topic
and give you an excuse to get outside and enjoy another aspect of the
Mississippi Delta. I am in no way, shape or form qualified to speak on
the topic as anything other than a newly minted hobbyist. I have a great
deal of respect for those who have dedicated their lives to studying the
topic at hand. I do not wish to do a disservice to their invaluable work
by attempting to do anything other than bring awareness to the topic. I
hope this article achieves two things: to remind you that we are often so
caught up in the present that we forget about the rich history of the area
and encourage perhaps the responsible collection and preservation of a
part of the Delta that is genuinely fascinating.

S

ometime in mid-February 2021, during last-minute preparations for the upcoming turkey season, I was at our farm in
Holmes County and stopped by our deer camp to return a
phone call when I randomly, super randomly, remembered
finding an arrowhead the previous hunting season during a midday lull at the camp. Why I remembered it at that precise moment,
I do not know. Regardless of how the thought manifested, I finished my call, left the camp yard, hastily checked my trap line, then
returned to the camp and started walking the weather-beaten rows
that had been exposed all winter. I started walking on a random
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row “in the shells.” I will explain more about that in a moment, but
this will give you a glimpse into how ignorant and uninformed I
was when I began this journey.
Keep in mind that I have hunted this land my entire life. I grew
up spending as much time as possible on that land. In fact, it’s probably the only reason I made even remotely close to decent grades in
school, as I was much more interested in being outside than in the
classroom. My late grandfather, one of my heroes in life, only had
a few rules for my use of that land. The first and most important
rule was, “C’s or better, or no use of the farm, i.e., hunting,” — talk
about a motivator to make my grades. It only took one semester
of bad grades to know that he was serious, and that I had to make
those grades because I could not imagine a life without the farm
and being able to hunt or spend time out there. My grandfather recently passed away, and I am forever thankful for those life lessons
he instilled using my love for the outdoors and the farm.
Back to “the shells,” I began walking up and down the rows and
quickly found a myriad of broken pieces of flint, a few complete
arrowheads and other various rocks that looked as though human
hands had modified them at one point. I also found large round
stones that seemed out of place in a production agriculture field.
My mind began racing as I kept finding piece after piece amongst
the shells and thousands of pieces of broken pottery. I got home that

evening and explained to my wife how overwhelming and interesting it was, and the research began. Embarrassingly enough, I
believe the phrase I googled that evening was “Arrowheads shells
pottery,” which led me down a rabbit hole into Shell Middens and
why it was significant to the fact I was finding Native American
Artifacts in the shells.
The Shell Midden is significant because it means there was a
campsite at the location, and from the size, distribution and density
of shells within the area, it was a rather large one! The Shell Midden was the Native American garbage dump in layman’s terms. A
little more detailed definition as given by The Encyclopedia Brittanica is:
“Shell Midden- A shell mound, also called Kitchen Midden,
in anthropology, prehistoric refuse heap, or mound, consisting
chiefly of the shells of edible mollusks intermingled with evidence of human occupancy.” Midden living, found throughout
the world, first developed after the retreat of the glaciers and the
disappearance of large Pleistocene animals hunted by prehistoric
humans. Primitive peoples who adopted these hunting-collecting economies became more established; thus, the oldest pottery of
northern Europe, eastern North America and Central America
occurs in shell mounds.”
I remembered seeing the Shell Midden that encircled the camp
house my whole life, but I never thought it was anything out of
the ordinary or interesting. My original theory of their origin was,
“well, maybe we had to bring in fill dirt from closer to the lake or
something, and these were mixed in?” Again, naivety, ignorance,
probably a mixture of both, was revealed with a bit of effort in
searching for a correlation between the two. I believe my lovely
wife looked at me with quizzical confusion and a twinge of concern
for my sanity because it was one of those “Ah...that makes perfect
sense” moments as I was scouring the internet, blurting out random
facts about shells in a field and pointy rocks.
Armed with that knowledge, I returned to the farm with a strategy so sound it was sure to lead to the next great archaeological or
anthropological discovery of this century. I was going to walk each
row and stare at the dirt as I walked. So that’s what I did. While
I have not found anything that would lead to an invitation to the
Smithsonian to date, I did find a myriad of broken projectile points,
intact projectile points, scrapers, adze, blades, preforms and large
hammerstones, as well as some pieces that I have yet to identify.
I spent every free moment I had walking the rows of the midden;
I would run my trap line then go walk for what remaining time I
had left available. If my commute put me close to the farm on the
way home, I would swing through and walk, even if only for half
an hour before dark. Once trapping season was over and turkey
season began, I would turkey hunt then walk for a little while before leaving the farm to head back to “the real world.” Admittedly,
on the slow turkey hunting days, I was probably a little hasty in
waving the white flag during my chess match with the turkeys so
I could go look for artifacts. I don’t quite know how to describe it,
but there is something therapeutic about walking land you already
have a deep connection to, listening to the birds and insects sing
their songs, just staring at the dirt, trying to imagine the landscape
and prior inhabitants that lived there, then walking up on a pristine
point or other artifacts. I believe it has a lot to do with the fact that
when I am walking looking for artifacts, I am not thinking about
anything outside of a three-foot diameter circle. I have noticed if I
am distracted, I will walk by something that would otherwise stick
out, so my phone resides in my pocket, and I try to intently focus on
the small section of ground visible when I look down. It quickly has
become an obsession. Not only is finding them rewarding but at-

tempting to age and assign a type to them (which I am still terrible
at doing) is equally enjoyable. There are thousands of publications
and resources available for free and for purchase to help identify
projectile points. At the end of the article, I will reference a few
resources to investigate if you are interested.
Once, I had spent a week or so searching the field with the shell
midden in it, and another one of those lightbulbs went off. “Why
don’t you go check out some other areas and see if there are any other interesting sites?” This was tougher to do than I thought it would
be. I believe it stems from my competitive bowfishing days, where
the mantra, “don’t leave fish to find fish” was repeated during every
tournament. Simply put, I did not want to leave the shell midden to
explore new areas because I knew there was a treasure trove there.
One day though, after an uneventful walk, I decided to stop at another field on the way home to do a little looking, and by the time I
left, it was almost pitch-black dark. I had found another site!
I named the new site “The High Ridge,” as I was finding artifacts primarily across a ridge in the field toward the higher side of
the field, which makes sense thinking about how the lake floods
out into the lower section of field during high-water events. I focused intently on that high ridge for several trips and found a lot
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of larger points and artifacts. The larger points were more than
likely spear points, hafted blades used as knives or Atlatl Points,
where the smaller points were actual arrowheads. I guess the point
of all that is don’t be afraid to branch out if you feel like you may be
successful in another spot. If you have a campsite or landscape feature that would be conducive to travel or camping, branch out and
explore different areas and you may stumble upon something that
blows your mind! I have found a lot of artifacts on the perimeters of
the sites, so it is worth the effort to walk as much as possible. What
blew me away was the size disparity of points between the two sites.
That led me down another research rabbit hole with the question,
“Why is there such a difference in size between the points at the
high ridge vs. the shell midden?” From what I have gathered, the
two sites were occupied during different periods with a possibility
of use during multiple periods. I am not going to attempt to explain
the specific time periods for both sites as I am still researching
them, but I believe the Shell Midden site was occupied primarily during the Woodland to Mississippian periods, while the High
Ridge site is Late Archaic to Woodland site. Again, that is my
hobbyist, uneducated theory, and I hope to consult with an expert
soon for a better understanding from someone who doesn’t have to
google every question pertaining to archaeology they come up with
for answers.
There are countless publications available pertaining to the different occupational periods of the Mississippi Delta through agencies like the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, the
USGS, the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality and
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others authored by researchers and those with invaluable knowledge of the subjects. Those are the publications and resources I
would urge you to explore if you are interested in the topic.
A great breakdown of the Native American Time Periods is
found on the South Carolina Department of Archives and History’s website. I have seen similar articles from Mississippi’s department as well, but for the sake of brevity in this article, I am going to
quote the South Carolina publication as a crash course in History.
Paleoindian Period (12,000 to 8,000 BC): The Paleoindian Period refers to the time period when people migrated to the
North American continent. People during this period were nomadic hunter-gatherers who subsisted on foods obtained from the
wilds, from foraging and hunting species that are not domesticated.
Hunting-and-gathering peoples tend to live in social groups that
consisted of between 20 to 60 people, were relatively non-hierarchical and politically egalitarian. Early evidence of these peoples
includes “Clovis” points, which are long, fluted chipped stone projectile points.
Archaic Period (8,000 to 3,000 BC): The Archaic Period begins
as the environments changed to resemble modern environments.
This period is characterized as a mobile gathering-and-hunting
life and a mostly egalitarian social organization. Important Archaic cultural developments included the use of notched and stemmed
projectile points, the atlatl, containers of stone and pottery and
ground and polished stone artifacts. During this period, the first
inland shell middens were constructed, and long-distance trade
was established.

Woodland Period (3,000 BC to 1000 AD): The Woodland Period is characterized by increasing horticultural expertise, use of
ceramics and increasing sedentism and social complexity compared
to the previous Archaic period. Pottery technology improved, allowing containers to be made in a variety of shapes and sizes for
cooking, storing and serving food. A Woodland Period assemblage
would include textile marked, check and complicated stamped pottery and triangular points. Mound building flourished, and the
first coastal shell middens and rings were constructed.
Mississippian Period (1000 to 1520 AD): The Mississippian
Period is characterized by peoples who practiced maize agriculture,
lived in chiefdoms, had populous villages and zones of dispersed
housing and constructed earthen mounds in some villages. A
Woodland Period assemblage would include complicated stamped,
incised and burnished pottery. An example of a Mississippian Period site is the Green’s Shell Enclosure Heritage Preserve.
Exploratory Period (1520-1670 AD): The Exploratory Period
begins with the arrival of Europeans. At that time, the area was the
home of numerous Native American groups, some of which were
related and others who spoke mutually unintelligible languages.
Historic Period (1670 AD to present): The Historic Period begins with colonization by the British in the late 1600s. The key
archaeological features of this period are a severe reduction in Native American materials replaced with industrial mass-produced
European-American materials, English trade items, firearms and
glass beads.
There is no possible way to condense even a fraction of the information relevant to 12,000 plus years of history into a few pages
in a magazine, so I hope this has at least spurred an interest in
looking around on your farm or hunting lease for artifacts. It has
quickly become one of our favorite family activities at the farm,
with my wife and kids enjoying it immensely. We love any excuse
to be outside, and I hope to plant a seed of historical awareness with
my young daughters as they will one day inherit the lands they are
growing upon, and it will be up to them to conserve, preserve and
ensure it is well taken care of for their children and grandchildren
to inherit one day. My goal is to preserve as many artifacts as possible to remind future generations that we are but a small snippet of
that land’s history, a very small snippet!
If this topic is something you find interesting and you want to
go look for artifacts, please begin that journey in a responsible
manner! It should go without saying but do not dig into mounds,
disturb burial sites or pillage the landscape in your quest to find
artifacts! It seems like a straightforward endeavor to look for arrowheads responsibly, right? For the most part, it is, but there are
some things to be aware of before you strike out as found on the
MDAH’s website.
 ONLY search on private lands with the owner’s written permission. Never take anything from a site or disturb it in any way
unless the landowner has given permission (in writing) and you
know how to keep a careful record of what is removed. It can be a
trespassing violation to gather artifacts on private property without the written permission of the landowner. See https://law.justia.
com/citations.html MS Code §39-7-31
 If you find artifacts on publicly owned land, report the location to the agency manager or MDAH Archaeology. Archaeological sites on state-owned lands are protected under Mississippi
Code 39-7-11, which states that any archaeological sites found on
state-owned lands are considered Mississippi Landmarks. Archaeological sites found on federally owned lands are protected by the
Archaeological Resources Protection Act, also known as ARPA.
Removing artifacts from state or federal lands is illegal, punishable by fines and/or jail.
 Please refrain from digging at archaeological sites. The lo-

cations of the artifacts and other fragile archaeological remains
are evidence of the behavior of the people who made them. Only
through careful, scientific excavation can the archaeologist recover and interpret the evidence. Archaeological sites are considered
“non-renewable resources.” Once a site is excavated or disturbed in
any way, the information the site contained is no longer available
and cannot be gained from another source.
 If you believe you have found a burial or human bone on the
surface of the ground, call your local law enforcement as soon as
possible. A deputy or police officer will be sent to your location
to determine if it is an active crime scene. If the burial or exposed
remains are determined to be a historic burial, the county coroner
should be contacted for further guidance. If the remains are determined to be prehistoric, please contact MDAH archaeology at
archaeology@mdah.ms.gov for further guidance as soon as possible. MDAH is only responsible for prehistoric remains. Recent and
historic remains fall under the responsibility of the county coroner.
WEBSITES OF INTEREST TO EXPLORE:
Mississippi Department of Archives and History: https://
www.mdah.ms.gov/historic-preservation/archaeology
Mississippi Mound Trail: http://trails.mdah.ms.gov/mmt/
Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality - Office
of Geology: https://www.mdeq.ms.gov/geology/
Mississippi’s Projectile Point Guide: https://www.mdah.
ms.gov/sites/default/files/2020-12/AR-31.pdf
Projectile Point Identification Guide: https://projectilepoints.net/
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Biological Pest Control:
An Overview
BY WILL PREVOST
Delta Wildlife Staff

W

hen it comes to managing a nuisance species, whether it be a plant, vertebrate or invertebrate, there are
three primary methods of control: chemical, mechanical and biological.
Chemical control involves using a pesticide and is typically the most
effective and cost-efficient option. Mechanical control consists of physically removing the pest, which can be expensive and time consuming.
Biological control, or biocontrol, uses living organisms to suppress pests
such as insects, plants, mites or plant diseases. This method is known to
be the most environmentally friendly or “green” pest control option. As
a result of this, large sums of money are funneled into the research of
biocontrol. However, it is not extremely common to see it used in large
scale “real-world” applications. In this article, I will give an overview of
biocontrol and provide some examples of how it is being used.

Ladybug attacking ahpids

When a species exists in its native range, there are other species
that prey upon it and keep its population in check. These are referred
to as natural enemies. When a species is introduced into an area that
it is not native to, its natural enemies are typically not present. This
gives the newly introduced species a chance to reproduce and spread
uninhibited. The basic concept of biocontrol is to use these natural
enemies to control the spread of a nuisance species. There are three
basic strategies for biological pest control: classical, augmentation and
conservation.
Classical Biocontrol
Classical biocontrol involves the importation of a natural enemy
from its native range in hopes of it becoming established and preying on a specific target pest. This method is typically geared toward

invasive species since it focuses on importing a biocontrol agent to an
area where it does not currently exist. Obtaining a permit to import a
non-native species can be very difficult. Extensive research must first
be conducted to ensure that the importation will not result in negative
impacts on any of our native species. Once the natural enemy is imported, it must be able to survive in the same conditions as the target
pest and provide a measurable level of control. This type of biocontrol
is limited to universities and state agencies that have the capability to
research and carefully monitor the effects of releasing the non-native
natural enemy. Below are some examples of classical biocontrol.
The emerald ash borer, a beetle native to north-eastern Asia, is
responsible for the destruction of tens of millions of ash trees across
the United States. Four species of wasp were found in its native range
that exclusively hunt and kill the emerald ash borer. These species
have been released in over 30 states and have effectively reduced
damage to ash trees. While the biocontrol agents will not eradicate
the emerald ash borer on their own, they can be used in an integrated pest management plan to help control the pest and benefit our
landscapes.
Air potato is a fast-growing perennial vine native to Asia and Africa that has become established in Mississippi and across the southeastern United States. The air potato vine can quickly cover large areas and outcompete native vegetation. An insect called the air potato
leaf beetle has been released in the United States to aid in control of
the air potato vine. This species is highly host specific and causes significant damage to air potato through voracious feeding. Biocontrol
using the air potato leaf beetle has the potential to provide long-term
suppression of the plant and drastically reduce physical and chemical
efforts required to remove infestations.
Giant Salvinia is an invasive aquatic weed, native to Brazil, that
has caused major problems in water bodies across the southeastern
United States. In Brazil, an insect called the Salvinia weevil was
found that exclusively feeds on Salvinia and is capable of causing
significant damage to the plant. The weevil was imported into the
United States in hopes of controlling the giant Salvinia problem. It
has been used in large scale releases by state agencies in Louisiana
and Texas with good levels of success in some cases. Unfortunately,
the weevils cannot survive cold temperatures and may need to be
restocked after winter. This is a good example of the challenges that
can arise when introducing a non-native species to a new area.
Augmentation Biocontrol
The second biocontrol strategy is called augmentation biocontrol.
With this strategy, a natural enemy is artificially released in large
quantities to achieve quick pest control. Augmentation control can
be used with invasive or native pests since it involves increasing the
concentration of natural enemies that likely already exist in an area.
Many of these natural enemies are sold commercially and can be administered by the general public. This method is most commonly used
in vegetable and ornamental production. Some limitations can include
cost (pesticides are typically cheaper), agent availability and efficacy.
Green lacewings and lady beetles (ladybugs) are both commonly
used for control of aphids, spider mites and many other common
pests in greenhouses or small vegetable gardens. They are sold online and available for purchase by the general public. Both of these
species are beneficial insects that are native to the United States.
Artificial releases will increase the concentration of them in a specific
area, increasing the level of control they can achieve.
Trichogramma is a small wasp that has been used in tomato production for the control of caterpillars for over 20 years. The female
lays its eggs in the eggs of the pest, destroying them and preventing
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Damage to air potato caused by air potato leaf beetle.
the emergence of caterpillars. These biocontrol agents can also be
purchased online and easily released by anyone.
Conservation Biocontrol
Lastly, conservation biocontrol uses methods of natural enemy
preservation to increase populations. The goal of this is to minimize
factors that harm the natural enemy and enhance features that provide suitable habitat. Some examples can include reducing pesticide
use, planting ground covers and providing alternative hosts. This
method focuses on control of native pests since it only increases habitat for natural enemies that are already in an area. Conservation biocontrol is a small scale, location-specific method of control that relies
on the assumptions of the natural enemy already being present and
that it will effectively control the pest when given the opportunity.
Although the concept of biocontrol makes perfect sense, it is not
effective in every situation. In large monoculture agricultural settings, biocontrol may not be the best form of pest management due
to cost and time constraints. Biocontrol is best suited for long term
suppression of invasive pests rather than quick control in short-term
crops. In addition, artificial releases can be used to increase natural
enemy populations and provide better pest control in smaller scale
greenhouse or garden settings. While biocontrol likely does not have
the potential to replace chemical control, it can be used along with
other control methods in an integrated pest management plan to
increase control and decrease the need for other control methods.
SUMMER 2022
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Herbicide Recipes for Dove Field
Success (Doves not included)
BY TIM HUGGINS
Delta Wildlife Staff

T

he opening day of dove season in the Delta
is unique for many reasons. It is typically
a social event and an unofficial kickoff to
fall and SEC football. But, success in the
dove field begins long before the first trigger is pulled.
When planning a dove field, there are many things to
consider; the most questions we get at Delta Wildlife
revolve around weed management. Below are four different herbicide regimes for a clean dove field. Select
the mix that is right for your situation, and please read
and follow all instructions on the herbicide labels.

blazing fast 5G, in the palm of your (one free) hand.

Learn more at cspire.com
5G not available in all areas; capable device required.
See cspire.com for details. ©2022 C Spire. All rights reserved.
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Fly Fishing in the Mississippi
Delta and Surrounding Areas
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BY STEELE HENDERSON
Delta Wildlife Staff

A B R I E F H I S TO R Y O F F LY F I S H I N G

I

t is believed that fly fishing first began around the second century
in Rome. The fly fishing that occurred during this era is probably
not what you think of when someone says fly fishing today. The
early Romans were not equipped with geared reels, sturdy poles
and weight forward lines like we are fortunate enough to have now.
The Roman era was pre-fishhook. The fly fishing that occurred during
this era was essentially tying a lure to mimic a fly floating on the water’s surface, using a gorge, which is a piece of bone or wood sharpened
on both ends to enable it to get stuck in the throat of the fish.
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It wasn’t until the 16th century in England that advancements began to occur in the
world of fly fishing, the first of
which was sturdier rods that allowed for the art of casting a fly
rod to take shape. Migration to
the Americas by Europeans in
the 1800s was the first signifiGorge hooks made of bone
cant step toward what we know
as fly fishing today. Many fur trappers carried a fly rod, and there
is also evidence that Native Americans tried their hand at fly fishing after mimicking settlers. This would eventually lead to what we
know today in America as modern fly fishing.
The sport of fly fishing is widespread, whether it be trout in the
mountains, tarpon and other saltwater species in the ocean or even

bream and bass in the Mississippi Delta. Fly fishing has made its
footprint throughout history and continues to do so as it further advances with technology while keeping the fundamentals developed
by ancient Romans.

F LY F I S H I N G T H E S O U T H E A S T
As an avid outdoorsman born and raised in the Mississippi Delta,
hunting any critter in season or fishing for anything I can catch is
my passion. I find myself seeking something more challenging than
the last adventure, whether it be hunting deer with traditional archery
equipment, catching larger than average catfish or fly fishing (which
happens to be one of my favorites). Fly fishing, in my opinion, brings
you closer to the outdoors by challenging yourself in how to target the
species. For example, I hold the state record for the largest Bowfin on
the Fly Rod. This endeavor took me weeks to undertake, as I had to
learn my target, know their diet and use that to my advantage. I broke
the previous record with a hefty 9 lb Bowfin using a crawfish imitation fly I tied. Catching uncommon fish like this can be fun, and I
recommend giving it a shot yourself. I would say that 99 percent of the
time I ask someone what their favorite fish to catch using a fly rod in
the Mississippi Delta is, their response will be bream and largemouth
bass. This is because they are target-rich and readily available in nearly
every body of water we come across — and it’s just plain fun!
Many like-minded individuals also have a passion for fly fishing
in the Mississippi Delta. When I think of fly fishing the Mississippi
Delta, two names that come to mind are Austin Frye and Ron Selby.
These fishermen were gracious enough to sit down and talk with me
about their fondness for the sport and give me a little insight I’d like
to share with our readers.
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Q&A WITH AUSTIN FRYE, 35,
GREENVILLE, MS

are eating by checking out the available food to them right where
you’re standing.”

Q: When is your favorite time of year to fly fish, and why?
A: “Anytime I can go is my favorite time. There’s no bad time,
and somewhere within a short drive, there are fish willing to eat
a fly. We’re fortunate to be in a spot where you’re five hours from
the Louisiana marsh, five hours from the White River in Arkansas
(a little over three hours to the Little Red) and just minutes away
from all the ponds and river backwater surrounding us in the Delta.
There are plenty of places to fish and always a reason to go.”

Q: How did you first get interested in fly fishing?
A: “Around middle school, I remember seeing articles and pictures of fly fishing in magazines and was immediately interested in
it. I purchased a simple fly rod/reel combo and some bass poppers
and set out on Madison’s golf course and farm ponds. For the last
20 years, it has been a passion that has continued to grow through
school and now plays a huge role in my travel and trip planning.”

Q: What’s the largest fish you’ve ever caught on a fly rod?
A: “A 37" redfish is probably the largest in sheer size, but I’ve
caught bass, trout and even carp that were large for their species,
and I got a kick out of every one of them.”

Q: What, in your opinion, sets fly fishing apart from other types
of fishing?
A: “I think fly fishing is so interesting because it really handicaps the angler based on their ability to cast and accurately deliver
the fly. Whether it’s fishing in a moving stream or casting into a
headwind from a skiff in saltwater, the mechanics of the cast play
such a crucial role in the success of the angler. It’s a sport where you
can enjoy practice casting in your backyard, and that practice will
translate into a greater ability to reach fish on the water. It’s cliche
to say, but it’s also a beautiful sport — from casting small, size 20
dry flies to rising trout or chunking streamers to bass, there’s a lot
of art in watching a good fly fisherman cast.”
Q: What is your favorite species to fly fish for?
A: “That’s a tough question. I’ve found over the years that I get
as much enjoyment from catching bream in small ponds as I do
from fishing rivers for trout or the Louisiana marsh for redfish. I
think the scenery and the company you share play just as important
a role as the fish. I hate picking one species and excluding the rest,
but sight-casting to redfish in shallow water is hard to beat.”

Q: What’s is your favorite location and method to fly fish?
A: “Fly fishing for huge, predatory brown trout on the White
River in Arkansas, in the middle of the night, casting flies tied to
resemble mice (largely rabbit hair and foam lashed to a hook) is one
of the most unique experiences I think an angler in our region can
experience — and it’s definitely one of my favorites. The absolute
darkness, quiet and calm, interrupted by the sound of a 2 foot long
brown trout exploding on a mouse fly is hard to describe.”

Q: Do you tie your own flies?
A: “I do. I started years ago with a small collection of hooks and
materials that has grown to multiple vises and enough materials to
fill an antique pine hutch and a desk in my office. I love to end my
day by sitting at my desk at home and tying flies, from articulated
streamers and saltwater flies down to tiny midges and dry flies. It’s
a great way to relax, just don’t ever believe anyone that tells you that
you’ll 'save money' by tying your own flies. They’re lying.”

Austin’s hand-tied flies
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Austin Frye showing off his bass
catch at Archer Lake last summer

Q: Do you get a better sense of accomplishment from tying your
own flies?
A: “There’s definitely a feeling of accomplishment from tying
your own flies and having them be successful. You’ve tricked a fish
into thinking something you created was food. It’s just another step
in connecting yourself to the fish. There are countless flies that are
now household names to fisherman that were ultimately created
because someone saw a need for a fly that looked like 'something,'
so they made it. The goal is to trick fish, and if you can do it with
something you tied with your own hands, that absolutely enhances
the experience for me.”

Q: What are your favorite flies to use for each species?
A: “Bass — baitfish patterns (deceivers, clouser minnows), deer
hair poppers, crayfish patterns and chenille worms.
Bream — small foam poppers, small hopper patterns, small
streamers (#10-12 wooly buggers) — if the bream are bedded up,
just about anything with a hook will work.
Inshore saltwater — shrimp patterns, crab patterns — if it has
rubber legs, some barring, a little flash, a little weight and craft fur,
it will probably work.
Trout — the list is endless but depends on the water: if it’s deep
and fast, I like throwing a double deceiver articulated streamer
with an 8-weight rod and full sinking line.
Knowles’ Ruby Midge fished under an indicator for shallow water nymphing is a must for any tailwater. Dry fly fishing is as pure
as it gets for a trout fisherman- but it all depends on what bugs
are coming off and what stage they’re in when the trout are eating
them. If you see bugs flying around and trout rising to the surface,
try to catch one in your hat and check it out. The same goes for
flipping a rock over and seeing what kinds of insects are lurking
on and beneath it. You can learn a lot about what and when trout

INSIGHT FROM RON SELBY
After the interview with Austin, I spoke with Ron Selby, another fly fisherman who also calls the Delta home.
Ron is from Grenada, Mississippi, and is the holder of
two state records on the fly rod for largemouth bass and
long nose gar. At one point, he held five state records!
After a long conversation with Ron over the phone, going
back and forth sharing fishing stories, I was in awe. If I
tried to recapture them all in this article, it would quickly
turn into a fishing novel, so I’ll stick with the state record
largemouth bass tail.

Q: What advice do you have for someone who may just be getting
into fly fishing?
A: “Give it a go. Fly fishing can seem like an expensive, intimidating sport, but it doesn’t have to be. With a 5-weight fly rod, reel,
line, leader and a handful of flies, anyone can get out on a pond
and catch fish. There’s so much information on the internet about
fly fishing that it can make your head spin. Read, watch YouTube
videos and research fly fishing (equipment, tactics, destinations). If
someone just wants to test the waters to see if fly fishing is for them
without a big investment of time or money, I’d suggest taking a
short drive to the Little Red River in Heber Springs, Arkansas, and
hiring a guide for the day who will supply all the gear you need.”

Q: What advice would you give someone targeting bream or bass
around the Delta?
A: “For bream, get to know your local ponds and lakes and find
out when bream like to bed (April-May). It never hurts to ask
old-timers and people with a lot of experience on that particular
body of water. Once you find bream, they’ll readily eat a fly both on
top of the water and below. Small foam poppers, San Juan worms
and small marabou streamers will all work.”
“For bass, the best advice I have for fly fishing is to vary your
depth and speed of retrieve. Try intermediate sinking lines, heavier
flies and longer leaders when the fish are holding in deeper water.
Particularly when oxbow lake and river levels fluctuate with rising
and falling water. In the late afternoons of the spring and summer,
throw big deer hair poppers on floating line near logs and other
structures. Strip the line in to produce a loud 'pop' and pause; more
often than not, the bass will explode on the fly between pops. I’ve
also had a lot of success simply trying things to 'see if they’ll work'
For farm pond bass, saltwater flies and even stimulator style dry
flies have all landed large bass for me before. Bass are very opportunistic and predatory, so it never hurts to experiment with flies
that aren’t traditionally for bass. Try something new, and have fun
with it.”
◆ ◆ ◆
Ron, Austin and I all have common ground being fly fishermen.
It is a great sport that we would highly recommend anyone, and
everyone, try at least once. When asked what advice you would give
a beginner, Ron and Austin had similar answers — watch YouTube
videos, get a mentor, don’t be afraid to jump into it. It doesn’t have
to be expensive and just go fishing to give it a try. With enough
practice and help from the right sources, anyone can fly fish and
be successful! People did it in Ancient Rome using a stick, and it
has made it this far. Just go fishing! There is never a bad time to
go, and the options around the Mississippi Delta and especially the
Southeast are limitless in the fly fishing world.

Ron Selby showing off his
state record Largemouth Bass

When asking Ron what his most memorable catch was
on the fly, he stated the Largemouth Bass, which still
holds the state record today, was without a doubt the best.
Ron caught this fish at 9:15 on a July morning on one of
his last few casts, using a black and chartreuse 1 ought
pex popper. Upon landing the fish, he was in utter disbelief at its size, as it was the largest bass he had ever landed
on any tackle — let alone using a fly rod. The fish was
bouncing between 11-12 lbs on his scale but was officially
weighed in at 11.62 lbs. This shattered the previous record of 6 lbs., ironically held by Ron. To my surprise, he
stated that the fight with the bass only lasted five minutes, give or take.
A short while later into the conversation, I learned that
his favorite fish to catch using fly equipment had unintentionally prepared him for the fight with this tank of a
largemouth, that being Grass Cato, which he also held
the record for at one point in time. He stated that these
fish, pound-for-pound, would absolutely outfight anything around here. This helped him learn how to control larger fish with his given equipment, which in turn
helped him land the largest bass of his life.
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we believe in
giving you choices,
not limitations
When you talk to Syngenta, the conversation
is about you: your fields, your plans, your
challenges, your business.
Can we help you get better stands, fight
weeds and pests, and break through yield
barriers? With our industry-leading portfolio
in crop protection, seeds, seed treatments
and traits, the answer is usually yes.
But important as great products are, we
know that what really matters is helping
you succeed.
So we believe in giving you choices, not
limitations. Tools, not barriers. Collaboration,
not manipulation.
Let’s work together – toward your success.

© 2017 Syngenta. The Syngenta logo and Bringing Plant Potential to Life are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. www.syngenta.com
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Summertime Wildlife Habitat
Management To-Do List
BY SAM FRANKLIN
Delta Wildlife Staff

A

fter an unusually dry fall and winter, we're finally getting
more rain than we need, at least for now. We'll likely be
wishing for it in July. Whether you're planting a commercial crop or food plots for deer, ducks, etc., we don’t
know what the future holds for us regarding weather, but we get our
resources gathered up and ready for what we hope is a productive
summer and fruitful fall and winter.
Duck Habitat Management
For ducks and duck management, most landowners are coming
out of a hurry-up-and-wait period of the year. The spring was relatively wet. As we go further into the growing season, landowners and
wetland management professionals will have to be especially vigilant
to address management issues. Water is the biggest hurdle for any
wetland manager and how to get it off in a beneficial and timely
manner for the bigger picture management regime.
For duck holes, drainage obstructions, whether natural or critter-inspired, are always a battle. Throw in the occasional three-tofive-inch spring rain, and it's easy to get frustrated. If you’re implementing moist soil management, then the water needs to come off in
a way that promotes moist soil-dependent plants utilized by ducks.
Pull the water too fast or too early, and you have a coffee bean stand
you can’t even see through.
Once the water is off, it’s another waiting game. Landowners utilizing moist soil management have to respond to the biological hand
they are dealt. What you spray depends on what emerged from your
mimic of the natural drying process. You're good to go if your hole is
predominately seed-bearing species like Barnyard Grass and Sprangle Top. In contrast, you may need to spray for broadleaf plants if
your hole came up in very few desirable plant species like cocklebur,
coffee weed, etc.
Hot crops (i.e., corn, soybeans, rice) are another management regime altogether. If you're planting corn, then you will want to possibly row up and plant on beds, then wait until your plot is dry enough.
Soybeans can be grown on flat ground as well as rice. If applied at
the right time, Atrazine, when sprayed behind corn, can also produce
a fantastic moist soil response. So even though it’s early summer,
there’s a lot of work to be done. That same principle applies to deer
and non-wetland-dependent species.
Deer Or Turkey Habitat Management
Are you planting warm-season food plots to nurse them along
during the bottleneck times of the year? Do you need to coordinate
a timber harvest to generate browse? These bigger picture questions
encompass your property as a whole and not just one food plot. If you
have a larger property with substantial timber and acreage allocated
to food plots, stop and think about the ecology of it all. How does
it all fit together, and how do you, as a landowner, make it all come
together? The transition of land use from an existing pine stand to a

Fresh emergent Smart Weed and other aquatic weeds from a drawn
down impoundment awaiting chemical application.
briar/(Rubus) and Smilax (Greenbrier) filled acreage can make your
property a magnet for white-tailed deer and turkey alike. Or maybe
you need to use another tool in the shed and burn a timber stand to
generate the browse that’s already there.
Backyard Habitat Management
Also, these thoughts aren't restricted to game species. For example,
if you're a birder, the same principle applies. What biological need can
you assist your species of choice in meeting that enhances your enjoyment of said species? Maybe you can make a plate form feeder for
Rose-breasted Grosbeak outside your window; or the squirrel feeder
that makes them work for it while providing you with endless hours
of entertainment. Think about an annual approach no matter what
your species of choice. Generally, after deer season and turkey season,
people usually go back to their daily routines and don't come back to
the woods, the duck hole or the camp until late August or September.
So, as you’re going about your daily non-hunting season life, think
about what you can do for your farm, your hunting camp and even
your backyard to make it more usable for wildlife year-round and
enjoyable for you and your family. If you have questions about management techniques or need boots on the ground guidance, please
call us, and we'll be happy to help.
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THE SEED
THAT MAKES THE

SOUTH

GROW

Exclusive genetics with innovative traits,
technology and agronomic support —for

PROVEN PERFORMANCE,
SEASON AFTER SEASON.
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are
commercialized in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with
Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops.
This product has been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems.
Any crop or material produced from this product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in
countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and
international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is
not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying
position for this product.
ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. It is a violation of federal and state law to
use any pesticide product other than in accordance with its labeling. NOT ALL formulations of dicamba or
glyphosate are approved for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans or cotton with XtendFlex®
technology. ONLY USE FORMULATIONS THAT ARE SPECIFICALLY LABELED FOR SUCH USES AND
APPROVED FOR SUCH USE IN THE STATE OF APPLICATION. May not be approved in all states. Contact the
U.S. EPA and your state pesticide regulatory agency with any questions about the approval status of
dicamba herbicide products for in-crop use with Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans or cotton with
XtendFlex® technology.
Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® soybeans contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba.

GrowTheSouth.com
Cotton with XtendFlex® technology contains genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, dicamba
and glufosinate. Glyphosate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate. Dicamba will kill crops that
are not tolerant to dicamba. Glufosinate will kill crops that are not tolerant to glufosinate. Contact your
Bayer dealer or refer to the Technology Use Guide for recommended weed control programs.
B.t. products may not yet be registered in all states. Check with your seed brand representative for the
registration status in your state.
Performance may vary from location to location and from year to year, as local growing, soil and weather
conditions may vary. Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible
and should consider the impacts of these conditions on the grower’s fields.
LibertyLink® and the Water Droplet Design® is a trademark of BASF Corporation. Respect the Refuge and
Corn Design® and Respect the Refuge ® are registered trademarks of National Corn Growers Association.
Acceleron®, Asgrow and the A Design®, Asgrow ®, Bayer, Bayer Cross Design, DEKALB and Design®,
DEKALB ®, Deltapine ®, Respect the Refuge and Cotton Design®, Roundup Ready®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend®
and VT Double Pro ® are trademarks of Bayer Group. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. ©2019 Bayer Group. All rights reserved. DP-19058-DW-BC-TRI

